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Abstract —  The scheme of goniometer on laser gyro base and its operation algorithms are presented. Mathematical model for an angle 
measurement error is also presented. The analysis of measurement error components has been carried out. We paid special attention to 
the effect of the Earth's angular rate on the angle measurement error and showed the ways for reduction of this component of the error. 
International comparisons results are presented as wed.  

Index Terms— goniometer, laser gyro, mathematical model, angle measurement. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ith a help of a laser gyro such instruments as goni-
ometers, devices for measurement of the glass re-
fractive index, geodesic and astronomical angle 

measuring devices and other can be developed [1-2]. The 
utilization of laser gyro in angle measuring instruments 
allows to increase the accuracy, reliability and measure-
ment reproducibility, to decrease the time of measure-
ments, to automate the process of angle measurements [3-
6]. 

The first experimental goniometer on laser gyro (LG) 
base was designed at the D.I. Mendeleyev Institute for 
Metrology (St. Petersburg, Russia). The first commercial 
angle measuring instrument on LG base was produced in 
the early 1980s by the Arsenal plant (Kiev, Ukraine). It is 
the goniometer-spectrometer GS1L that is being produced 
on commercial basis and exploited at many plants in 
Ukraine and abroad. The commercial laser goniometer 
system EUP-1L is designed by the St. Petersburg Etectro-
technical University 

The simplified scheme of the goniometer on LG base is 
given in the figure 1. On rotating device 1 are mounted: 

object table 2, prism 3 under check, the angles of which are 
to be measured, laser gyro 4. Rotating device 1 rotates 
with a constant speed with the aid of electric motor 5 con-
trolled by electric drive unit 6. Close to table 2 mounted is 
photoelectrical slit autocollimator 7. During rotation of 
rotating device 1 with prism 3 the electrical pulses are re-
ceived from each face of the prism at the autocollimator 
output. From the base face tie unit 8 the signal of selection 
of the first prism face is received. With the aid of this sig-
nal the control unit 9 selects the autocollimator pulse from 
the first face of prism 3. This pulse actuates pulse counter 
11 which begins counting the number of signal periods of 
laser gyro 4. The counter 11 is stopped by autocollimator 7 
pulse received from the second prism face and finishes 
counting the number of signal periods of laser gyro 4 
while the counter 12 begins counting. With coming of au-
tocollimator 7 pulse from the next prism 3 face, one coun-
ter turns on while another turns off. The information from 
counters 11 and 12 is transmitted to computer 14 with the 
aid of communication device 13.  

Thus the numbers received by computer within one 
full turn of rotating device 1 are as follows: 

from counter 11:  
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from counter 12: 
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where t1, t2, t3,..., tn, tn+1   is the  time of autocollimator 
pulse coming from the  first, second, third, etc. prism faces 

and then again from the first prism face; )(tfout  is the fre-

quency at the output of laser gyro; n is the number of faces 
of the prism under check.  

 

 
Fig. 1 The scheme of goniometer on laser gyro base 

 
The checked angles are calculated by the computer 

from a formula: 
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where i is the number of the checked angle. 
As the principals of designing of angle converters on 

LG base considerably differ than that of principals for oth-
er types of converters of similar assigning, the sources of 
their errors is considerably differ as well. Therefore, expe-
rience of evaluation of the error for conventional angle 
converters in this case is not always applicable. 

The angle measurement error of goniometer on LG 
base can be presented by the equation: 
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where t1, tϕ, t2π, are the moments (fixed by autocolli-
mator) of the beginning of measurement, turning to the 
checked angle ϕ<p and the angle 2π respectively; K(t) is 

the laser gyro scale factor; LGω is an angular rate of rotat-

ing device turn; α(t) is the angle between rotation axis and 

sensitivity axis of laser gyro; )(1 tK− , )(0 tf  is the nonline-

arity and zero bias of laser gyro output characteristic re-
spectively; Nq1, Nq2  is the noise and quantization discrete-

ness of laser gyro signal; calϕ∆  is the calculation error; ϕ  

is the real angle value. 
Evaluation of ϕ∆  in according to formula (3) in gen-

eral is a very complicated mathematical assignment. 
To solve the practical tasks it is necessary to use the 

characteristics of specific types of the rotating device, au-
tocollimator, laser gyro and other subsystems that are 
used in goniometers. This considerably simplifies a prob-
lem statement. 

Time of beginning (or termination) of an angle reading 
can be written as a random value: 

,det0 ξtttt ++=      (4) 

where 0t  is the exact time of forming of pulses for coun-

ters' control; dett , ξt  are determinated and random com-

ponents of the error respectively. 
As a LG is an angular rate transducer in inertial space, 

the entire instrument is exposed to various types of the 
angular rates including angular rates of rotating device 
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( )(tω ), the Earth ( eω ) and the base of rotating device in 

relation to the Earth ( )(tbasω ). Thus a LG is exposed to 

the angular rate: 

).()()( ttt baseLG ωωωω ++=   (5) 

In its turn, the angular rate of rotating device in gen-
eral can be represented by the formula 

[ ],)()()( det10 ξξ ωωωωωω ++++= tttсt  (6) 

where c is the unit vector; 0ω  is the constant compo-

nent of the angular rate; 1ω is the coefficient of linear drift; 

)(det tω is the determinated component of angular rate 

(for instance, sine wave oscillations); )(tξω is the random 

component of angular rate (random process); ξω  is the 

variation of angular rate each time the device goes opera-
tional (random value). 

Angle between rotation axis and sensitivity axis of la-
ser gyro can be represented by the formula: 

),()( 0 tt ξααα +=     (7) 

where α0  is the constant component; )(tξα  is the sta-

tionary Gaussian process with mathematical expectation 

[ ] 0)( =tM ξα  and variance [ ] 2)( αξ σα =tD . 

Studies of drift parameters of LG output characteristic 
showed that in case they are applied in specific conditions 
(short time of measurement, the implementation of self-
calibration method, absence of external effects with sharp 
variations of parameters and so on) the scale factor can be 
described by the formula: 

),()( 20 tKtKKtK ξ+⋅+=   (8) 

where K0 is the constant component of scale factor; K2 is 

the Gaussian random value; )(tK ξ  is the stationary 

Gaussian process with mathematical expectation 

[ ] 0)( =tKM ξ  and variance [ ] 2)( KtKD σξ = . 

The parameters that determine nonlinearity and zero 
bias of LG output characteristic can be accepted as con-
stant within the time of measurement: 

11 )( −− = KtK ; .)( 00 ftf =    (9) 

Considering concrete values of (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and 
(9) the equation (3) can be solved by numerical methods 
on PC.  

CONCLUSION 
Implementation of laser gyros in angle measuring in-

struments allows to increase the accuracy, reliability, and 
measurement reproducibility, to considerably decrease the 
time of measurements, to automate the process of angle 
measurement. Studies of drift parameters of laser gyros 
output characteristic showed that in case they are applied 
in specific conditions (short time of measurement, the im-
plementation of self-calibration method, absence of exter-
nal effects with sharp variations of parameters and so on) 
the scale factor can be described by the  obtained formula. 
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